Think Like a Spy

Many spy rings developed codes that only the members of their group would recognize. One of these historic codes is displayed below. This code substituted the letters of the alphabet (the top row) for the letter beneath it (bottom row.)

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z | A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M

Figure it out….  
The words in *italics* were written using a historic spy code. Replace each code letter with its real letter to reveal the secret words.

1. Spies used *fcltyntfrf* like this to get a closer look at their enemies.

   ___________________________________________________

2. This is a self-portrait by *Zuwbe Wbua Naqer*, a British spy, the night before his execution. You will find out more about him and his traitorous friends during your visit to the Homestead.

   ___________________________________________________

3. To the left is a silver ball that would contain a secret message. It was small enough that a person could *jnyybj* it if he or she was in danger of getting caught.

   ___________________________________________________